. Mesoscopic neural activity may play an important role in the cross-scale integration of brain activity and in the emergence of cognitive behavior. Mesoscale activity in the cortex can be de ined as the organization of activity of large populations of neurons into collective actions, such as traveling waves in the hippocampus. A comprehensive description of collective activity is still lacking, in part because it cannot be built directly with methods and models developed for the microscale (individual neurons): the laws governing mesoscale dynamics are different from those governing a few neurons. To identify the characteristic features of mesoscopic dynamics, and to lay the foundations for a theoretical description of mesoscopic activity in the hippocampus, we conduct a comprehensive examination of observational data of hippocampal local ield potential (LFP) recordings. We use the strong correlation between rat running-speed and the LFP power to parameterize the energy input into the hippocampus, and show that both the power, and the nonlinearity of mesoscopic scales of collective action (e.g., theta and gamma rhythms) increase as with energy input. Our results point to a few fundamental characteristics: collective-action dynamics are stochastic (the precise state of a single neuron is irrelevant), weakly nonlinear, and weakly dissipative. These are the principles of the theory of weak turbulence. Therefore, we propose weak turbulence as an ansatz for the development of a theoretical description of mesoscopic activity. The perspective of weak turbulence provides simple and meaningful explanations for the major features observed in the evolution of LFP spectra and bispectra with energy input, such as spectral slopes and their evolution, the increased nonlinear coupling observed between theta and gamma, as well as speci ic phase lags associated with their interaction. The weak turbulence ansatz is consistent with the theory of self organized criticality, which provides a simple explanation for the existence of the powerlaw background spectrum, and could provide a unifying approach to modeling the dynamics of mesoscopic activity.
= ( , ) = ⟨ * + ⟩ .
where the angular brackets denote the ensemble average, the asterisk denotes complex con-115 jugation. We will generally omit the superscript when a single time series is involved. The is a zero-mean, weakly nonlinear stochastic process, stationary in the second order statistics 138 [Priestley, 1981, Percival and Walden, 2009] , one can show that the discrete Fourier repre-139 sentation has the property 140 2 = ⟨ 2 ⟩ = ∑ 1 2 ⟨| | 2 ⟩ = ∑ 2 ,
where 2 = 1 2 ⟨| | 2 ⟩ = Δ is the variance of Fourier mode , is its amplitude, 141 is the spectral density (equation 1), and Δ is the frequency band width. The mean energy 142 per unit volume of an electromagnetic wave with the amplitude of the electric potential 143 is = 2 ,where is the dielectric constant of the medium [e.g., Pollack and Stump, 2002, 144 Nolting, 2016]. The energy per unit volume of a stochastic electromagnetic ield is therefore 145 = ⟨ 2 ⟩ = ∑ 1 2 ⟨| | 2 ⟩ = Δ ∑ .
In other words, the amplitude squared of the Fourier components of the LFP are proportional 146 to the energy stored in the unit volume by that particular Fourier component. A large num-147 ber of algorithms have been developed for estimating for second-and higher-order statistics 148 (power spectral density, bispectra, skewness, asymmetry, etc) of such processes. The analysis 149 of the LFP in the current study was based on standard techniques used for variance-stationary 150 signals [Priestley, 1981, Papoulis and Pillai, 2002] as previously described in Sheremet et al.
151
[2016]. F 1. Joint probability density function for LFP variance (LM) and rat speed, for rat r539 ♂ -maurer. The dashed line is a best-it analytical expression = log 10 + , with = 0.18 and = −0.04. Dots represent individual realizations (1-s time segments of the LFP recording, section 2.5). The relation between variance and speed follows the Weber-Fechner law of stimulus perception [Weber, 1860 , Fechner, 1860 .
2.5. Numerical implementation. All data analysis was performed in Matlab® (MathWorks, 153 Natick, MA, USA) using in-house developed code, as well as code imported from the HOSAtool-154 box [Swami et al., 2001] for higher order spectral analysis. 155 Hippocampal layers were determined from the location of current sources and sinks derived 156 on ripple and theta events, gamma power, and the polarity of the sharp-wave [Buzsaki, 1986, F 2. Power spectral density as a function of rat and hippocampal layer for low (red) and high rat speed (blue). Dashed lines represent power laws shapes − that approximately match the observed spectra for 6 Hz < < 50 Hz. Low-speed spectral slopes are 0 CA1.Pyr ≈ 1.9, 0 CA1.Rad ≈ 2.1, 0 LM ≈ 2.1, and 0 DG ≈ 1.1. High-speed spectral slopes aree CA1.Pyr ≈ 1.4, 0 CA1.Rad ≈ 1.7, 0 LM ≈ 1.7, and 0 DG ≈ 0.7. Data was produced from rat r539 ♂ -maurer. et al. [2018] , higher speeds exhibit a strong correlation with hippocampal activity. Below we 177 use this monotonic relationship both as a dependence of energy input into the hippocampus, 178 and as a reference to the LFP power. 179 For simplicity, we limit the data used here for illustration to a single representative source, rat 180 r539 ♂ -maurer. A discussion of the consistency of theses trends across the available, small 181 (but growing) population of rats is presented elsewhere [Zhou et al., 2018, Sheremet et al., 182 2018]. 183 3.1.1. Variance spectra as a function of speed. Here, we examine estimates of spectral den-184 sity of LFP traces recorded in the str. pyramidale (CA1.pyr), radiatum (CA1.rad), lacunosum 185 moleculare (LM) and upper blade of the dentate gyrus (DG), indexed by rat speed. 186 Spectral densities show a weak, but signi icant variability as a function of speed and layer ( ig-187 ure 2). At lowest discernible speeds ( ≲ 3 cm/s), all hippocampal layers exhibit non-trivial 188 baseline, lowest-variance spectrum, that can be characterized in general as having a power-189 law shape − over the entire range of approximately 6 Hz to 300 Hz, with the exception of the 190 DG layer, which exhibits a two-slope shape with a break point in the neighborhood of 50 Hz. In 191 the CA1 layers the spectral slope is ≈ 2 with slight variations ( igure 2). In the DG, the slope 192 of the lower frequency range ≲ 50 Hz visibly smaller, ≈ 1. At high speeds ( > 15 cm/s), the theta rhythm and its harmonics dominate the lower frequency band of the spectrum, and 194 low-power peak appears in the gamma range between 50 Hz and 120 Hz. Overall, the spectral 195 slope of the spectrum decreases. The CA1 layers have similar slopes 1.4 < < 1.7, with the 196 DG layer again standing out at ≈ 0.7. The power in the high-frequency tail of the spectrum 197 ( > 200 Hz ) also increases signi icantly. In agreement with prior research [Bragin et al., F 3. Normalized LFP spectrum estimated for CA1.pyr, CA1.rad, LM, and DG layers as a function of speed. Frequency spectra are normalized by dividing them by the corresponding power law, i.e., ( ) = ( )
layer , where is the power spectrum, is the normalized spectrum, and 0 = 48 Hz. The evolution of the LM gamma band has the appearance of a spectral "front" moving to the right (red arrow), as it steepens and develops a peak. A similar behavior may be seen in all layers.
two limits. Because of the substantial difference in dynamics between CA1 and DG, we con ine 239 our discussion of bispectra to the LM layer.
240
As previously reported [Sheremet et al., 2016] , bispectral estimates also show signi icant vari-241 ability with rat speed. Low-speed bispectra are statistically zero (Gaussian) overall ( igure 4).
242
The bicoherence exhibits a weak peak at ( , , 2 ), corresponding to the phase coupling be-243 tween theta ( ≈ 8 Hz) and a relatively broad band around its 2 harmonic (see arrow, igure 244 4a, bicoherence). The phase of the harmonic band is in part in opposition and part in quad-245 rature with theta (see transition red to blue in igure 4, biphase), thus contributing overall to 246 negative skewness of the LFP (peak is negative in 4a, skewness), but positive asymmetry (4a, 247 asymmetry; see de initions in section ).
248
In contrast, high speed activity show rich phase-coupling structures, involving theta and gamma 249 ( igure 4b). One may separate two frequency regions corresponding to the coupling between 250 theta and its harmonics, and theta and gamma. The picture of the coupling between theta and 251 its harmonics agrees with the spectral evolution ( igure 2) and previously reported results ( ) Low speeds ( < 10 cm/s).
( ) High speeds, > 40 cm/s. F 4. Normalized bispectrum (equation 5) for the LM layer. The bicoherence is blanked below 0.1 (with 300 DOF, zero-mean bicoherence is <0.1 at 95% con idence level; Haubrich and MacKenzie, 1965, Elgar and Guza, 1985) F 5. The evolution with speed of LM theta power (upper left); gamma power (upper right; note the different units); phase coupling of theta and its harmonics (lower left, blue); phase coupling of theta and gamma (lower right, red). The phase coupling measure is the bicoherence integrated over the are of the rectangles shown in the lower-right panel (same colors as in lower-left panel). Because the bicoherence is normalized, the units of the phase coupling measure are arbitrary. In upper panels, the red line is a moving average, included to highlight the evolution trend.
[ Sheremet et al., 2016] . The bicoherence exhibits signi icant levels of phase coupling, reach-253 ing as high as (5 , , 6 ), (3 , 2 , 5 ), and (3 , 3 , 6 ) . The relationship between harmon-254 ics and theta is quite diverse, with some harmonics contributing to LFP skewness, and oth-255 ers only to LFP asymmetry. For example ( igure 4b, skewness and asymmetry), the coupling 256 ( , , 2 ) generates both negative skewness and positive asymmetry, while (2 , 2 , 4 ) re-257 sults in negative asymmetry only. Theta-gamma coupling is prominent at high speed, engag-258 ing theta harmonics, and contributing strongly to negative skewness ( igure 4b). provides an ef icient classi ication device that produces remarkably well ordered spectra and 261 bispectra. As summarized in igure 5, with increased speed the total LFP power increases, 262 as well as the power in the theta and gamma bands. The power in the theta band grows 263 overall by a factor of 4 at a relatively steady rate, while gamma grows by about a factor of 2 264 and seems to plateau. Phase coupling (as measured by the bicoherence integrated over the 265 theta/harmonics and theta/gamma frequency domains) shows a steady growth, accelerating at high speeds. Spectral slopes ( ) decrease, consistent with an accumulation of energy in the 267 gamma range; and phase coupling involving theta and gamma increases.
268
The process of evolution with speed is reversible. In "reverse", the process appears to con-269 verge as → 0 toward a limiting, "background" state. Ignoring for now other forms of activity 270 not taken into account here, the background state represents "inactive" behavior, whereas the 271 active state would be associated with signi icant speed levels. This hypothetical background 272 has some remarkable properties. Although its spectrum decays faster than any active-state 273 spectrum (higher slope ), it still contains signi icant power (in igure 1, about 1 /4 of the most 274 active state). In addition, the LFP is nearly Gaussian, i.e. exhibits overall no phase coupling 275 (ignoring the weak theta signal). , 2009 , Patel et al., 2012 , 2013 , Zhang Honghui et al., 2018 , Muller et al., 2018 . Collec-284 tive action is demonstrably weakly nonlinear (section 3.1.2), and also intrinsically stochastic, 285 because it is macroscopic with respect to microscopic neural units (neurons, or neural micro-286 circuits), hence the precise state of a single neural unit must be irrelevant for the mesoscopic 287 process. Observations of waves propagation suggest that, at least at some scales, mesoscopic 288 collective action experiences negligible dissipation. That is, as opposed to microscopic dissi-289 pation (transfer of synaptic energy into other forms), the theta and gamma patterns do not 290 show strong dissipation (that is, waves can propagate, retaining identity within the hippocam-291 pus).
Siapas
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Not much is known, however, about the spatial-temporal structure of collective action; about 293 the mechanisms govern its dynamics; about its role in the energy balance of the global brain, 294 or how it supports cognition (if the stochastic conjecture is meaningful). Modeling efforts 295 [e.g., Cowan et al., 2016 , Wilson and Cowan, 1972 , 1973 , Wright and Liley, 1995 have been 296 sparse and seem to lack a comprehensive, larger-physics context. It is important to note that, 297 because of the scale separation, mesoscopic and microscopic dynamics are different, there-298 fore the wealth of knowledge accumulated about microscopic physics cannot be directly ex-299 tended to mesoscopic processes. While the whole inherits some of the properties of the parts, 300 it will have its own physical laws and dynamics. The notion that theory is scale-dependent is 301 common in physics: macroscopic systems are characterized by state variables and laws that 302 are typically inaccessible directly to microscale theories. For example, the characteristics of 303 molecules does not describe the difference between ice and liquid water. A relation exists 304 between the micro-and macroscales, but it is subtle, mediated by averaging operators, and 305 often result in surprising consequences. An example is Boltzmann's celebrated -theorem, 306 which introduces the entropy ( ) as a new state variable, and elucidates the process through which time-reversible microscopic dynamics begets the macroscopic irreversibility of evolu-308 tion toward equilibrium [Gibbs, 1902 , Khinchin, 1949 , Toda et al., 1983 2011] 7 .
310
Despite some previous efforts [e.g., Wilson and Cowan, 1973 , Wright and Liley, 1995 , Freeman, 311 2000b , 2006 , 2007 , Freeman and Vitiello, 2010 , Cowan et al., 2016 ), a consistent theory of 312 mesoscopic dynamics is missing. The purpose of an ansatz is to provide a starting point for 313 formulating such a theory. In the least, it will suggest a new perspective for the interpretation 314 of observational data, and may generate veri iable inferences about mesoscopic physics. 315 3.2.2. Turbulence. Consider an energy-conserving, physical system that is large enough to 316 cover a range of scales ( igure 6, left). If the system is nonlinear, scales interact and energy 317 may be exchanged across scales. Assume that energy is fed into the system at large scales, process is an energy low ( lux) from source in the direction of the sink.
322
The energy balance of the system is controlled by the strength of source and sink character-323 istics, and the low ( lux) through the inertial range. Assume that the input rate at the source 324 is constant, and the system has initially zero energy. The energy at the source scales will 325 increase in time. As the energy of a given scale increases, the effectiveness of nonlinear ex-326 changes across scales increases, and the energy introduced into the system lows downscale.
327
Eventually, the energy low (nonlinear cascade) reaches the dissipation (sink) scales, where it 328 is removed from the system. The stationary state will occur when the dissipation rate matches 329 the input rate, and will be characterized by a constant lux of energy across the inertial range 8 .
330
The cross-scale energy lux is Richardson's [1922] turbulent cascade. In hydrodynamic tur-331 bulence the stationary spectrum follows a power law, the celebrated Kolmogorov's [1941] 332 " ive-thirds" law −5/3 , where scales are represented by the wavenumber . collective action dynamics, provided that the mesoscale may be identi ied with the inertial 335 range; or, equivalently, if nonlinearity dominates dissipation at mesoscale. However, while 336 observations seem to support this assumption (see discussion in section 3.1.3), it contradicts 337 the well-known strongly-dissipative character of microscopic neuronal dynamics 9 . A further 338 complication is that the turbulence model as described in igure 6 differs from observations 339 7 The reader might ind the history of the debate surrounding the work of Boltzmann [1872, 2003] and the birth statistical mechanics quite instructive (e.g., Pathria and Beale, 2011). 8 Other scenarios are easy to imagine and have been observed. For example, if the dissipation capacity off the sink is smaller than the input rate at the source, energy will accumulate in the small scale range, possibly causing some system failure (e.g., a switch to different physical regime). This is a type of bottleneck scenario [e.g., L'vov et al., 2007 , Meyers and Meneveau, 2008 , Proment et al., 2009 , Nazarenko, 2011 . 9 Scale localization of dissipation processes is common in physics. In the case of water waves, for example, long swells (ocean waves people surf; wavelength~100 m) lack a direct dissipation mechanism and can propagate for hundred of kilometers with negligible decay, while capillary waves (wavelength~cm) experience strong dissipation. Because energy cannot jump scales from swells directly to capillary waves, swells decay by cascading their energy into progressively smaller scales until the dissipation scale is reached. F 6. Left: The turbulence model. Energy is introduced into the system at the forcing scale (blue) is separated from the dissipation scale (red) by a "transparent" inertial range (white), largely free of forcing and dissipation. Nonlinear interactions generate a cross-scale energy lux (cascade) from the source to the sink. Gray curves show the possible evolution of the spectrum toward stationary state, if initially the inertial range contains no energy. The stationary spectrum (purple) corresponds to a constant spectral lux of energy across the inertial range. A "bottleneck" in the spectral lux capacity at small scales may cause an accumulation of energy (spectral bump) at larger nearby scales. The axes are in logarithmic scale. Right: A schematic of the observed spectral evolution, interpreted in a way similar to turbulence. The light-colored spectrum is the background, corresponding to low activity (speed), and representing the self-organized critical (SOC) state. Increasingly dark lines represent the spectral shape at increasing intensity of activity (speed). The low-frequency peaks represent the theta rhythm and its harmonics (marked collectively as "theta"). A feature similar to the turbulent spectral front is observed in the gamma range. A spectral bump similar to a bottleneck (e.g., L'vov et al., 2007 , Meyers and Meneveau, 2008 , Proment et al., 2009 , Nazarenko, 2011 , see note in the text) is observed in the high-frequency gamma range.
(e.g., igure 2) at least in one important way: the live hippocampus never exhibits a zero en-340 ergy state. Clearly, these points deserve some discussion. 341 We propose that the amorphous hippocampus structure constitutes an "active" network, that 342 functions by chain reaction. From the stochastic mesoscopic perspective, neuron activity is 343 meaningful only on average, and as a contribution to the overall network energy balance.
344
Therefore, the "mesoscale neuron" is a microscopic device that is continually supplied with 345 energy, which it releases in explosive bursts, activated by a threshold type of trigger. Bursts 346 are followed by a "recharge" (refractory) period during which the energy reserve is replen-347 ished. Most of the burst energy is lost (e.g., as generating the electromagnetic ield -LFP 348 recordings measure in fact lost energy!), but a fraction of it is channeled through network connections to other neurons, in service of triggering additional bursts elsewhere. Therefore, 350 while microscopic energy sources and dissipation are essential ingredients for an active sys-351 tem, the "meaningful" activity of the system is driven by the energy that is channeled through 352 the network connections. In other words, collective action may be thought of as "waves" of 353 channeled energy that achieve triggering values in the areas where they propagate. We will 354 refer to this as "trigger" energy. Because trigger energy is replenished by each burst, it seems 355 reasonable to assume it is subject to only weak dissipation 10 . Note that the de inition of col-356 lective action as "trigger" energy also implies that its source is likely different from the source 357 of energy of the microscopic network unit (neurons and such).
358
The active-network concept is consistent with non-zero background activity (background 359 spectrum, section 3.1). Trying to propagate a wave of collective action through an active sys-360 tem at complete rest, i.e., when the "trigger energy" being channeled though the system is 361 zero, is not "optimal" in the following sense: a relatively large amount of "trigger energy" is 362 required; a large number of neurons will be triggered simultaneously, therefore driven si-363 multaneously into refractory state, rendering large portions of the system temporarily in- there are enough neurons available to propagate the signal. One may note here a strong af in-371 ity with ideas such as self-organized criticality [e.g., Bak et al., 1988, Beggs and Plenz, 2003, 372 Beggs and Timma, 2012, Pruessner, 2012] and metastability [Tognoli and Kelso, 2014] . The 373 featureless, power-law, Gaussian background spectrum we observe ( igure 2) is consistent 374 with the "edge of chaos", self-organized critical background state for optimal transmission of 375 collective action. 376 We postulate that mesoscopic collective processes are weakly-nonlinear and weakly-dissipative 377 trigger perturbations of a critical-type equilibrium state of the active neural network. The 378 source of energy for collective action is different from that which powers microscopic units, 379 may well be provided at the large scale end of the spectrum. Thus, collective action dynamics 380 seem to satisfy basic conditions for the turbulence ansatz. 381 Figure 6 , right panel, shows a schematic of the observed evolution of the LFP spectrum with 382 speed. After accounting for the presence of a background spectrum, the resemblance with 383 the turbulence model (6, left) is striking. The similarity suggests that theta is the source of 384 energy for collective action, and microscopic processes are as the main energy sink, while the 385 mesoscale acts largely as an inertial window that allows for a cross-scale energy low from 386 source to sink. The development of the gamma peak, similar to the bottleneck effect in hydro-387 dynamics, may be interpreted as the existence of a transitional scale right above microscopic, 388 10 Scale localization of dissipation processes is common in physics. In the case of water waves, for example, long swells (ocean waves people surf; wavelength~100 m) lack a direct dissipation mechanism and can propagate for hundred of kilometers with negligible decay, while capillary waves (wavelength~cm) experience strong dissipation. Because energy cannot jump scales from swells directly to capillary waves, swells decay by cascading their energy into progressively smaller scales until the dissipation scale is reached. that has a limited energy-lux ability, thus causing an accumulation of energy at intermedi-389 ate scales. The observation that spectral evolution with speed is reversible (in other words, 390 that spectra at each speed represent an equilibrium state) is also remarkable, because it is 391 consistent with Kolmogorov stationary spectra of turbulence. collective action is approximated as conservative, we shall use as a starting point the assump-394 tion that collective action dynamics is Hamiltonian. We stress that, as a starting point, the 395 hypothesis that nonlinearity dominates dissipation at mesoscale is essential and suf icient.
396
The Hamiltonian assumption is not needed; we use if for convenience, because it allows for 397 introducing weak turbulence principles in a general form, without having to reference the 398 speci ics of the system.
399
Here we give only the a brief elementary discussion of the basic equations that govern weak 400 turbulence. The principles of the weak turbulence model, some derivation algebra, and some 401 results are further given in appendix A. We caution, however, that this description is over-402 simpli ied, retold version, and that the full theory is much richer and complex. We encourage 403 the interested reader to consult the original sources, written by the fathers of the theory: is the interaction coef icient; and is the Dirac delta function. We use the shorthand nota-414 tion 1,2 = ( 1,2 ), = ( ), and ;12 = ( − 1 − 2 ), where is some quantity 415 depending on ; and also 12 = 1 2 . For simplicity, we limit the discussion quadratic 
where we used the notation Δ ;23 = − 1 − 2 .
Remarks. As in thermodynamics, mesoscopic state variables are different from microscopic F 7. Discrete representation of interacting triads (equation 8). Because and are interchangeable, we refer to either as "scale". Light blue dots represent triads. The The axes represent scale 1 and 2 in the triad (e.g., 1 and 2 in equation 10). The third interacting mode ( in equation 10) may be found by as the intersection of the second diagonal passing through the triad with the horizontal axis (e.g., arrows in triad 1, red dot). One can easily check that the triangle of blue dots represents all possible triads for the scale interval shown (hence the triangular shape of the bispectrum). A schematic of a LFP spectral shape (dark red) is used to indicate possible locations for the theta ( ) and gamma ( ). Example of triads involving theta and gamma are identi ied by colored dots (compare with the annotations in igure 4b). Green circles mark an example (arbitrarily-chosen) of a chain of triads connecting triads 1 and 3. The order of connection is marked with a green line. One can check that each pair of consecutive circles share one mode. All triads in the spectrum are connected by many such chains. where the angular brackets denote the ensemble average. Assuming spatial homogeneity 468 implies that 469 ⟨ * 1 2 ⟩ = ( 1 ) ( 1 − 2 ) = 1 1;2 ,
⟨ * 1 2 ⟩ = B ;12 ( − 1 − 2 ) = B ;12 ;12 .
The quantity ( ) represents the action density, or "occupancy number", or "number of par- 
where ;12 = (Δ ;12 ) = ( − 1 − 2 ). ably, they are realized as a nontrivial power law spectrum KZ ∝ , with < 0 , ≠ −1. The 505 slope of the spectrum is a value that re lects the dimensionality of the system, as well as its 
where and are amplitudes of modes , = 1, 2, 3, and Δ 3;12 = 3 − 1 − 2 . Averaged 517 over realizations, the quantity Δ 3;12 = 3 − 1 − 2 may be identi ied with the biphase (see 
A large body of literature is available that investigates the relevance and dynamics of single-521 triad interactions in many physical situations, including plasma physics [Coppi et al., 1969, 522 Weiland and Wilhelmsson, 1977 , Craick, 1985 , nonlinear optics [Ablowitz and Segur, 1981, 523 Boyd, 2003], internal oceanic waves [Phillips, 1977 , Craick, 1985 , and other ields.
524
One may readily check that a stationary solution of equations 17 is given by the conditions: 525 Δ Θ 3;12 = 0 or Δ Θ 3;12 = ; Δ 3;12 = 0 (the triad is resonant, equations 16), and that 
The last equation has, for example, the trivial solution 2 = ( + ) −1 (RJ spectrum, ther-527 modynamic equilibrium). In other words, stationary state solutions of the ansatz equations 528 exhibit naturally 8 a biphase of 0 or .
529
Applied to the triad formed by theta and its irst harmonic ( , , 2 ), i.e., 1 = , 2 = , 
539
In other words, the gamma envelope is in quadrature with theta and its period is twice that of If a full set of triads is taken into account, because all triads interact, a weak energy low (tur-545 bulent cascade) develops that has the effect of driving the system of modes toward stationary 546 distribution of energy over scales (RJ spectrum). If a sink is introduced in the small scales 547 (e.g., high frequencies), the low will naturally be directed toward the leaking mode, where it 548 is taken out of the system. In this case a stationary state can be maintained only if energy is 549 pumped into the system at the leakage rate, and a stationary state is realized if the energy is 550 injected by the source at the rate it is lost to the sink. The cross-scale low of energy is in this 551 case constant at all scales. This type of stationarity corresponds to the KZ spectra. 
( , ) = 0, as → 0.
where and are constant-coef icient linear and nonlinear operators in and its derivatives.
691
Because the nonlinearity is weak, if is not too large, we can neglect nonlinear terms with 692 > 2. Ignoring boundary conditions, equation 20 is solved using the Fourier transform
where is the wavenumber, and the functions 2 are orthogonal in the sense that 
which may be solved to obtain = ( ). The roots of the dispersion relation 24 are called 698 modes. Neglecting dissipation implies that both and are real (with at most negligible imag-699 inary parts). The only assumption we make about the dispersion relation is that the function 700 ( ) (or ( )) is monotonically increasing for positive wavenumbers and frequencies (higher 701 frequencies correspond to higher wavenumbers and smaller scales, i.e., shorter waves). 
where parameterizes the evolution of the system. Equations 27 may be interpreted as Hamil- 
where the constant Λ is used to bring the variables and to the same physical units, fol- 
To simplify the notation we used the following shorthand notations: = ( , ), = 731 2 ( ); and = ( , ), = ( , ) for modes and ; 23 = 2 3 , 1;23 = ( 1 − 2 − 3 ).
732
The nonlinear term is a convolution integral of all the nonlinear terms. The interaction coef- 
where we used the bullet notation for time derivative • = , and introduced the standard or alternatively, its cumulants. In the Fourier space, this is equivalent to deriving the evolution equations for quantities known as "correlators", such as ⟨ * 1 2 ⟩, ⟨ * 1 2 3 ⟩, ⟨ * 1 * 2 3 4 ⟩, and 751 so on, where the angular brackets denote the ensemble average. While the derivation is of the equation is straightforward, the resulting system is comprised of an in inite sequence of 753 equations that, at each order, involve correlators of higher order, e.g.,
754
⟨ * 1 2 ⟩ • = 2 (⟨ * 1 2 3 ⟩) , ⟨ * 1 2 3 ⟩ • = 3 (⟨ * 1 * 2 3 4 ⟩) , …
and so on, where 2 and 3 are some functions. System 32, known as the BBGKY hierar-755 chy (Bogolyubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon; e.g., Montgomery and Tidman, 1964, Alexeev, 756 2004), is not closed and cannot be solved, unless some means of truncating it (closure) are 757 found. The closure problem is familiar to statistical mechanics. We provide here a sketch of 758 the calculations, following procedures detailed in Newell, 1999 , Newell et al., 2001 , Zakharov 759 et al., 1992 , Zakharov, 1999 , Nazarenko, 2011 Assuming spatial homogeneity implies that The quantity ( ) represents the action density, 761 but is also referred to as "occupancy number" or "number of particles", by analogy with quan-762 tum mechanics. We will also call and B by their generic stochastic-process names of "spec-763 trum" and "bispectrum", respectively. 
showing that the evolution of triple correlators is driven by quadruple correlators ⟨ 1 A.4. Quasi-Gaussian closure. If amplitudes are small and stay small through the evolution 779 process, say = ( ), where ≪ 1, then correlators are (and stay) well ordered, i.e., ⟨ 1 2 ⟩ =
780
( 2 ), ⟨ * 1 2 3 ⟩ = ( 3 ),and so on. ) .
Equations 33 and 36 form the system of coupled equations 13. The BBGKY system is closed, 787 since the evolution of the bispectrum depends only on the spectrum. Equations 13 describe 788 the stochastic evolution of the system, on time scales of order ( −4 ). 789 We should stress that this closure is valid only for as long as the correlators are well ordered.
790
If singularities appear as a result of the evolution, the closure breaks down. Simple scaling 791 consideration [Newell and Rumpf, 2010] show that the closure is scale dependent and neces-792 sarily breaks a small scales. 
;12 = 1 2 ( 1 − 1 2 − 1 2 ) .
If the initial bispectrum is zero (B ;12 (0) = 0) and factoring out of the integral the expression 799 ;12 containing the spectra obtains 
where sinc = sin . The long time limit → ∞ of equation , 
where is Sokhozki's generalized function [Vladimirov, 2002] , satisfying the relation
with denoting the principal value of the integral. This solution is meaningful only if Δ 3;12 = 803 0, a condition that comes in addition to the selection criterion Δ 3;12 = 0 for the triad. The 804 system of equations 805 − 1 − 2 = 0, (42a)
is called "resonance conditions". 
where F q is the spectral lux of q. Comparing equations 44 and 43c, one can write 818 F q ( ) = − ∫ 0 (R ;12 − R 1; 2 − R 2; 1 ) .
If the density q( , ) is stationary then q = q = 0, is conserved, and the spectral 819 q-lux is constant. 
The product Δ ;12 ;12 ;12 cancels if = ( ) or = . It is obvious that the energy and 
where , and are constants, the integrand ;12 ;12 ;12 = 0 for all triads. More-829 over, this spectrum corresponds to the equipartition of the quantity with density q( ) = 830 ( + ) ; for example, if = 0, this represents the equipartition of energy. This type 831 of stationary state corresponds to a "detailed balance", where nonlinear interaction cancels 832 for each triad, and • = 0 regardless of the quantity q carried by the number of particles .
833
The spectral q-lux cancels, in equation 43c q = 0.
834
Thermodynamic equilibrium states cannot be realized at all scales because equipartition means 835 that the physical-space density = ∫ is in inite (a phenomenon known as the ultra-836 violet catastrophe). However, it might occur if the spectral luxes "stagnate" near a critical 837 wavenumber 0 , preventing luxes to in inite wavenumbers. The system will tend to "ther-838 malize", i.e., approach a zero-lux, thermodynamic equilibrium state (a discussion of this "bot-839 tleneck" scenario is given in Nazarenko, 2011). Kolmogorov [Richardson, 1922 , Kolmogorov, 1941 , Frisch, 1995 . Nonzero stationary solu- 
( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = ( 1 , 2 , 3 ).
Because we are in a unidimensional system, we are not concerned is isotropy. Look for a 850 solution in the power law form 
The spectrum ( ) is stationary if (compare with equation 44) either 1) = , = −1 − , 856 corresponding to the conservation of linear energy, or if 2) = 1, = −3 2 − , corresponding 857 to conservation of momentum. Neither is an RJ spectra, since ≠ and ≠ 1, therefore 858 neither cancels the integrand R ;12 . Note that because the Zakharov transformation 50 is 859 singular in 1 = 0 (non-identity transformation) and the integrals in the kinetic equation 860 14 are not bounded, the validity of the KZ stationary solution is not guaranteed unless the 861 convergence of the integrals is veri ied.
862
A simple scaling argument may be used to show that the spectral energy lux is constant in the Scaling all wavenumbers by , i.e., changing variables ( , 1 , 2 ) → ( , 1 , 2 ) brings the spec- 
Setting the scaling factor to be independent of means setting 2 + 2 + 2 = 0, which obtains 869 = −1 − , i.e., the KZ spectral slope obtained above. A similar argument shows that the 870 second KZ spectrum ( = −3 2 − ) corresponds to constant spectral luxes of momentum. , 1977 , Craick, 1985 , Zakharov et al., 1992 deriving from the dynamical equation 873 8 by restricting the interaction to a single triad of modes ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) satisfying the selection 874 criterion 3 = 1 + 2 875 = 1 ; 1 + 2 ; 2 + 3 ; 3 = 1 ; 1 + 2 ; 2 + 3 ; 1 2 . 
The system 55 may be reduced to 4 equations and has analytical solution given in terms of 
where the notation is the same as the one used for the full kinetic equation 14. Because the 
